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A dream book of empowering and fantastical fashion narratives—from Brothers Grimm to
futuristic scenarios—told in Vogue’s inimitable style Lavishly illustrated, Vogue: Fantasy &
Fashion celebrates the magazine’s strong and deeply rooted tradition of storytelling through
magical, narrative portfolios. Fashion’s greatest power is its ability to make people dream; to
create new worlds. Whether falling down a rabbit hole, conquering new, digital frontiers, or
exploring the limits of surrealism, the heroines who feature in photographs by great talents like
Annie Leibovitz, Steven Meisel, Irving Penn, and Steven Klein are writing their own tales,
defining their own destinies. Featuring well-known images as well as unexpected gems from the
archive, Vogue: Fantasy & Fashion documents fashion at its most magical and affirms its
transformative power.
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Mom3103, “A Beautiful Coffee Table Book .... Anyone who loves fashion, loves photo shoots or
loves Vogue will love this book.Before it arrived, I questioned spending $50. But when it arrived, I
understood the price tag.The photos are gorgeous, and the paper quality is top-notch.A perfect
gift for a fashion lover!”

Thoughts by CJ, “Must have!. Every layout I’ve loved for the past 20 years is in this book. I was
so thoroughly excited to have them all bound in one book! I bought 2 copies-one for home and
one for my office. This is a great example of American art and haute couture.”

Terri Anderson, “Gorgeous Table Book!. This is a wonderful book about the Vogue's use of
fantasy in fashion design. The cover sold me as it adds beauty and great color to my coffee
table! I highly recommend this truly gorgeous, oversized book to add style and creativity to your
space.”

Arianna Vetere, “OBSESSED. This is such a great gift for any art lover or photographer. Beautiful
book and SO worth the money.”

mooshu, “great book for classic Vogue fantasy fashion. A must!. LOVED all the annie lebowitz
disney photography. Excellent layouts from Grace Coddington.”

CYT, “Having items undamaged. Love the book.Great fast service”

DLJ, “Wonderful gift.. My grown artistc, fashionable daughter loved this for her birthday.”

Gracie, “Vogue book. Collection”

The book by Paula Reed has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 123 people have provided feedback.
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